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A wickedly witty satire, The Loser Letters chronicles the conversion of a young adult Christian to atheism.
With modern humor rivaling that of the media lampooning Onion, found on college campuses all over
America, A. F. Christian’s open letters to the “spokesmen of the New Atheism” explain her reasons for
rejecting God and the logical consequences of that choice. Along the way she offers pithy advice to famous
atheists such as Richard Dawkins and Christopher Hitchens, in the hope of helping them win over more
Christians.

“Of course we score big time with the young guys who aren’t responsible for anything, and don’t really care
about anything besides spending most of their time in the basement playing video games and texting girls,”
A.F. Christian points out. But what about all those serious, thoughtful people who are Christian believers? If
the New Atheism is to make real headway, she argues, its advocates must do more to persuade intelligent
theists living meaningful and fulfilling lives.

Amid the many current books arguing for or against religion, social critic and writer Mary Eberstadt’s The
Loser Letters is truly unique: a black comedy about theism and atheism that is simultaneously a rollicking
defense of Christianity.

Echoing C.S. Lewis’ Screwtape Letters and Dante’s Divine Comedy, Eberstadt takes aim at bestsellers like
The God Delusion and God Is Not Great with the sexual libertinism their authors advocate. In her loveable
and articulate tragic-comic heroine, A.F. Christian, Dawkins, Hitchens and the other “Brights” have met their
match.
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From reader reviews:

Joshua Lippert:

In this 21st one hundred year, people become competitive in each way. By being competitive today, people
have do something to make all of them survives, being in the middle of the actual crowded place and notice
through surrounding. One thing that often many people have underestimated the item for a while is reading.
Yeah, by reading a guide your ability to survive increase then having chance to endure than other is high. In
your case who want to start reading a book, we give you this particular Loser Letters book as beginning and
daily reading guide. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

Cesar Ford:

Do you certainly one of people who can't read pleasant if the sentence chained inside straightway, hold on
guys this kind of aren't like that. This Loser Letters book is readable by you who hate the perfect word style.
You will find the data here are arrange for enjoyable reading experience without leaving also decrease the
knowledge that want to deliver to you. The writer associated with Loser Letters content conveys objective
easily to understand by many people. The printed and e-book are not different in the articles but it just
different such as it. So , do you even now thinking Loser Letters is not loveable to be your top record reading
book?

James Snider:

This Loser Letters is brand-new way for you who has fascination to look for some information since it relief
your hunger of knowledge. Getting deeper you into it getting knowledge more you know or perhaps you who
still having little bit of digest in reading this Loser Letters can be the light food to suit your needs because the
information inside that book is easy to get by anyone. These books create itself in the form and that is
reachable by anyone, that's why I mean in the e-book type. People who think that in e-book form make them
feel tired even dizzy this guide is the answer. So you cannot find any in reading a reserve especially this one.
You can find actually looking for. It should be here for you actually. So , don't miss the item! Just read this
e-book variety for your better life and also knowledge.

Joyce Jiminez:

Reading a publication make you to get more knowledge from the jawhorse. You can take knowledge and
information from the book. Book is published or printed or highlighted from each source which filled update
of news. In this modern era like at this point, many ways to get information are available for anyone. From
media social like newspaper, magazines, science publication, encyclopedia, reference book, fresh and comic.
You can add your knowledge by that book. Do you want to spend your spare time to spread out your book?
Or just searching for the Loser Letters when you needed it?
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